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Trade Integration and the Political Support for Labor Market Rigidity Bj¨orn Br¨ ugemann∗ December 2003 Abstract There is substantial cross-country variation in the extent to which workers are protected against dismissal. Will international economic integration bring about convergence in levels of employment protection? A simple Ricardian argument suggests that one dimension of integration – increasing trade – may actually do the opposite: sustain diversity. Trade integration enables a rigid country to specialize in activities less dependent on flexibility, mitigating the cost of rigidity. Conversely, it makes a flexible country less willing to become rigid as well, since doing so means forgoing the gains from trade induced by diverse regulation. This argument is both generic and static: it makes no reference to specific features of employment protection nor to the dynamics of specialization. How does this generic and static argument fare in an explicit dynamic model of labor turnover and employment protection? Modelling dynamics highlights a second link between trade and the cost of rigidity: employment protection slows down the reallocation needed to realize the potential gains from trade created by integration. The model makes sharp predictions concerning the effect of integration on the distribution of the cost of rigidity. Perhaps surprisingly, workers and firms at large are insulated from the slowdown and only subject to the Ricardian mechanism. The slowdown exclusively concerns agents in relocating sectors: firms want to close quickly and demand deregulation, workers strive to delay dismissal through tighter restrictions. Through the distribution of political power, these implications of the model map into rich predictions concerning the effect of trade integration on the overall support for rigidity. Keywords: Trade Integration, Labor Market Rigidity, Employment Protection, Ricardian Trade, Labor Turnover, Political Economy. JEL Classification: F16, J63, J65 ∗
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There is substantial variation in the institutions and policies that countries rely on in organizing production and distribution. A perennial debate in the social sciences is concerned with the question whether international economic integration will eliminate this diversity and induce convergence towards a common model.1 One aspect of policy along which countries continue to display considerable variation are labor market rigidities in the form of restrictions on the dismissal of workers.2 In the popular debate this is an area in which the pressures towards convergence and deregulation are often considered to be particularly strong.3 However, while pressures towards convergence feature prominently in the public debate, an argument based on Ricardian trade theory suggests that at least one dimension of economic integration – increasing trade – may actually do the opposite: sustain diversity or even induce further divergence. The structure of this argument is very simple: trade with a flexible country allows a rigid country to specialize in activities less dependent on flexibility, mitigating the cost of rigidity; conversely, trade with a rigid country makes a flexible country less willing to become rigid as well, since doing so would mean forgoing the gains from trade induced by diversity of regulation. There are two things to note about the Ricardian argument. First, the mechanism is generic: it makes no explicit reference to the features of employment protection, and 1 2



See for example Berger and Dore (1996) and Kitschelt et al. (1999). Botero et al. (2003) recently constructed indicators of legal protection against dismissal for a sample



of 85 countries. The World Bank (2003) uses their methodology to obtain indicators for a sample of more than 130 countries. 3 “The tasks are the same everywhere. France is not the only country having to cope with the globalisation of trade. The world has changed for all of us. Flexibility is replacing the old immutable order; adaptability is the cardinal virtue. When seeking to protect oneself from the adverse consequences of change, there is a strong temptation to lean for support on droits acquis-previously acquired rights and entitlements in the workplace. As often before in its history, France shows a particular propensity for doing this. Who fails to see that countries with more flexible labour markets do better in their fight against unemployment? And that unconditional support for droits acquis and the structures of the welfare state damage job creation?” (France former prime minister Edouard Balladur (1997) writing in The Economist)
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any other policy could be substituted in its place. Second, the argument is static: once specialization is accomplished, rigidity will be less costly for the rigid country, and the flexible country experiences gains from trade induced by diverse regulation; however, the argument makes no reference to the transitional dynamics of the specialization process. In this paper I will study the effect of trade integration on the political support for employment protection, focussing in particular on the applicability of the Ricardian argument outlined above. Employment protection is inherently a policy designed to affect the dynamic process of labor turnover. Thus I build a dynamic model of job creation and destruction in which employment protection reduces the ability of firms to dismiss workers. In order to create demand for employment protection, I assume that wage setting is such that separations are privately inefficient and premature from the perspective of workers: employed workers value employment protection as a means to delay involuntary dismissals. On the downside, employment protection reduces productive efficiency by preventing low productivity firms from dismissing their workers. In general equilibrium, lower productive efficiency translates into lower real wages, leaving workers with a trade-off between job duration and wages. Importantly, the drop in average productivity is more severe in sectors with very volatile productivity. This variation of the productivity loss across sectors is a necessary condition for the Ricardian argument to play a role: otherwise differences in regulation would not be a source of gains from trade.4 4



Saint-Paul (1997, 2002) argues that firms producing high-tech goods face a relatively unstable



demand for their products and thus are relatively more harmed by restriction on their ability to vary employment levels. Starting from this observation he goes on to construct a model of the international product cycle. While they do not explicitly refer to firing restrictions, Hall and Soskice (2001) present a similar argument: “Agglomeration theory explains why firms engaged in similar endeavors cluster in places like Silicon Valley or Baden-W¨ urttemberg, but it cannot explain why firms engaged in activities that entail high risks, intense competition, and high rates of labor turnover cluster in Silicon valley, while firms engaged in very different activities that entail low risks, close inter-firm collaboration, and low rates of labor turnover locate in Baden-W¨ urttemberg.”
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Comparing steady states, the Ricardian mechanism is clearly at work: employment protection reduces steady state productive efficiency; trade with a flexible country mitigates this steady state productivity loss. This is the first channel through which the model links trade and the cost of rigidity. However, the model also features a second channel that arises due to the transitional dynamics induced by integration. Trade integration creates potential gains from trade. Realization of these gains requires reallocation of economic activities across countries, a process that it turn necessitates sectoral reallocation of workers within countries. This reallocation induced by trade integration is an important determinant of the cost of rigidity since employment protection will reduces the speed at which this reallocation can proceed. How does trade integration affect the support for rigidity? Specifically, how does the generic and static Ricardian argument fare in this dynamic model of employment protection? To discuss the theoretical results of the paper, it is useful to distinguish between the long run effect of trade on one hand and the impact of the event of trade integration on the other hand. If a rigid and a flexible country have been trading for a long time, any relocation of sectors across countries induced by trade integration has been completed. This leaves only the Ricardian channel linking trade and the cost of rigidity: given the opportunity to change the extent of employment protection, the rigid country is more willing to maintain rigidity than it would have been in autarky; conversely, the flexible country is more willing to maintain flexibility. However, in the aftermath of the event of trade integration, the Ricardian mechanism has to contend with the second channel linking trade and the cost of rigidity: the slowdown of the sectoral relocation induced by integration. In order to discuss the impact of trade integration on the support for rigidity, it is helpful to distinguish two groups of workers and firms. First, there are those workers engaged in economic activities that will relocate to a different country in response to integration, henceforth referred to as workers and firms in declining industries. All remaining workers and firms are in
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the second group, henceforth referred to as workers and firms at large. The model makes sharp predictions about how trade integration affects the distribution of the cost of rigidity across different groups of workers and firms. Perhaps surprisingly, workers and firm at large are completely insulated from the second channel: the speed at which the relocation of sectors across countries unfolds is of no consequence to them. From their perspective, gains from trade are realized immediately in their entirety. Effectively, they are confronted with a static decision between the rigid and the flexible steady state. As a consequence, the Ricardian argument applies with full force to these firms and workers: in the rigid country they support rigidity more willingly, while in the flexible country they provide more ardent support for flexibility. It follows that the second channel is operative only for workers and firms in declining industries. Jointly, employment relationships in these industries are the losers of trade integration: the real value of their output declines. However, firms and workers in these sectors have strongly opposing views on rigidity. Firms desire to shut down as quickly as possible and oppose regulation that makes it more difficult to do so. Workers are strongly in favor of employment protection since it shelters them from the adverse consequences of integration. These predictions on the impact of trade integration on the distribution of the cost of rigidity are mapped into predictions about the overall support for employment protection through the distribution of political power. If workers in declining industries are able to rally strong support, trade integration is likely to lead to higher regulation overall. If instead firms in declining industries can muster sufficient influence, the outcome tends to be overall deregulation. Finally, if political power resides mostly with workers and firms at large, the divergent forces associated with the Ricardian mechanism are likely to dominate. Furthermore, as time passes and reallocation unfolds, the second channel gradually loses its strength. Thus the relative importance of the Ricardian mechanism is growing over time. The Ricardian argument for divergence in its generic and static form has recently
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made an appearance in the comparative political economy literature.5 Here I present a more formal version of the argument and examine how it applies in an explicitly dynamic model of employment protection. As described above, the model features two channels linking trade and the cost of rigidity: the Ricardian mechanism on one hand and the slowdown of the reallocation induced by integration on the other hand. In order to provide a clear exposition of these two channels, I purposefully shut down other potentially relevant mechanisms. First, I eliminate terms of trade effects. In the presence of terms of trade effects, regulations that reduce domestic productivity are beggar-thy-neighbor policies: the costs are partially borne by trading partners. Since it allows countries to shift part of the costs of rigidity abroad, trade integration works as a force towards more regulation overall through this particular channel. Alessandria and Delacroix (2003) provide a quantitative assessment of the terms of trade effects associated with employment protection. Second, my model does not contain a mechanism through which trade makes the demand for labor more elastic by enhancing competition in product markets.6 Through this channel trade integration may force workers to bear a larger share of the cost imposed by regulations such as employment protection, creating a force towards overall deregulation. While there appears to be no theoretical examination of this channel in the specific context of employment protection, Koeniger and Vindigni (2003) develop the related argument that deregulation of product markets reduces the demand of employed workers for employment protection. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 1 I describes the 5



As argued by Watson (2003), the concept of ‘comparative institutional advantage’ expounded in Hall



and Soskice (2001) has distinctly Ricardian features, which are acknowledged in Hall and Soskice (2003): “Like Ricardo, we argue that economic openness and the more substantial flows of international trade associated with it need not force national economies to converge but can reinforce national diversity instead, by encouraging each country to specialize in what it does best.” The informal exposition which is closest to my formalization of the argument is provided by Mosher and Franzese (2001) and Franzese and Mosher (2002). 6 The potential importance of this mechanism is discussed in Rodrik (1997). Examples of empirical evaluations of this argument include Slaughter (2001) and Krishna, Mitra, and Chinoy (2001).
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Ricardian argument in a static setting. Section 2 introduces the dynamic model. Section 3 analyzes the support for rigidity in autarky. In section 4 I begin the examination of the effects of trade by analyzing how it affects the willingness of different groups of workers and firms to support rigidity. The following two sections are concerned with the effect on the overall support for rigidity. In section 5 I show that trade makes it more likely that diversity is a long run political equilibrium. Section 6 shows how different distributions of political power map into predictions about the impact of the event of trade integration on the support for rigidity. In section 7 I consider an extension of the model that allows for other sources of gains from trade. Section 8 concludes.
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The Ricardian Argument for Divergence



Consider a world with two identical countries, Home and Foreign. A country can be in one of two labor market regimes, rigid r and flexible f . The world can be in one of two trade regimes, autarky A and trade T .



1.1



Technology and Preferences



There are three intermediate goods z ∈ Z = {V, M, S} and one final good. The latter is a Leontief aggregate of the three intermediate goods · ¸ y(V ) y(M ) y(S) Y = min , , (1) α(V ) α(M ) α(S) P where z∈Z α(z) = 1. I let the final good be the numeraire, so the prices of the P intermediate goods satisfy z∈Z α(z)p(z) = 1. Only the final good is consumed. In the next section I will model the specifics of employment protection. For now I simply assume that employment protection is a type of regulation that reduces productive efficiency. In a flexible economy one unit of labor employed in sector z produces y¯f (z) > 0 units of output while in a rigid economy it merely produces y¯r (z) < y¯f (z). As
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a measure of this productivity loss, define r ¯ ≡ y¯ (z) . θ(z) y¯f (z)



(2)



The crucial assumption on which the Ricardian argument relies is that the productivity loss associated with employment protection varies across sectors. Specifically, the volatile sector V is affected most, the stable sector S the least, with sector M somewhere in the middle: ¯ ) < θ(M ¯ ) < θ(S). ¯ θ(V



(3)



Of course at this stage the names given to the three sectors are merely labels.



1.2



Autarky



r First consider the rigid economy. Let wA be its real wage in autarky. The profits per r worker of a firm in sector z are given by prA (z)¯ y r (z) − wA where prA (z) is the price of



good z. Profit maximization requires that firms must make zero profits in equilibrium. r Thus prA (z)¯ y r (z) = wA . It follows that the real wage in autarky is given by ¸−1 · α(M ) α(S) α(V ) r r r r + + . wA = w (¯ y (V ), y¯ (M ), y¯ (S)) ≡ r y¯ (V ) y¯r (M ) y¯r (S)



(4)



The function w is increasing in all its arguments: more efficient production translates into a higher real wage. Analogous computations for the flexible economy yield ¡ ¢ f wA = w y¯f (V ), y¯f (M ), y¯f (S) .



(5)



f r Since rigidity reduces productive efficiency across all sectors it follows that wA > wA .



A useful way of stating this result is to say that flexibility is associated with a wage premium:



f wA ωA ≡ r > 1. wA



Why would workers ever desire employment protection? The dynamic model that will be introduced in section 2 will provide an answer to this question, but the simple static framework of this section does not have an ingredient that creates demand for rigidity. 7



So for now let me simply assume that a country adopts employment protection if the flexibility premium falls short of some fixed value ω ¯ > 1.



1.3



Trade



Since the two countries are identical, differences in labor market regimes are the only potential source of gains from trade. Thus if both countries adopt the same regime, the outcome corresponds to autarky. So suppose the two countries adopt different labor market regimes. By symmetry I only need to consider the case in which Home is rigid and Foreign is flexible. I assume that α(M ) is sufficiently large such that the middle good M must always be produced in both countries. It is this assumption that rules out any terms of trade effects of employment protection. Let prf T (M ) be the price of good M if Home is rigid and Foreign is flexible. The zero profit conditions of firms in both countries then imply (foreign values will be indicated by an asterisk throughout the paper) prf T (M ) =



wTrf ∗ wTrf = . y¯r (M ) y¯f (M )



(6)



¯ ) This condition determines the relative wage of Foreign and using the definition of θ(M in equation (2) it can be written as wTrf wTrf ∗



¯ ). = θ(M



(7)



The sequence of inequalities (3) implies that Home has a comparative advantage in the stable sector while Foreign has a comparative advantage in the volatile sector. Thus good S is only produced in Home and the zero profit condition for domestic firms implies prf T (S) =



¯ ) wTrf ∗ wTrf wTrf ∗ θ(M < = . ¯ y¯r (S) y¯f (S) θ(S) y¯f (S)



(8)



The second equality follows from equations (2) and (7). The inequality implies that production of good S is not profitable in Foreign. Analogously, the price of good V is determined by the zero profit condition of foreign firms: prf T (V ) =



¯ ) wTrf wTrf ∗ wTrf θ(V < = . ¯ ) y¯f (V ) y¯r (V ) θ(M y¯r (V ) 8



(9)



Here the inequality means that the domestic volatile sector is not competitive. The three prices given in equations (6), (8) and (9) imply real wages µ¯ ¶ θ(M ) r rf r r wT = w ¯ y¯ (V ), y¯ (M ), y¯ (S) , θ(V ) ¶ µ ¯ θ(S) rf ∗ f f f wT = w y¯ (V ), y¯ (M ), ¯ y¯ (S) . θ(M )



(10) (11)



How does trade affect the flexibility premium? The answer to this question depends crucially on the labor market regime of the trading partner. First suppose Foreign is flexible. If Home chooses to be flexible as well, the outcome f corresponds to autarky and the real wage in Home is given by wTf f = wA . In autarky r choosing rigidity is associated with the wage wA , now it yields the wage wTrf . Comparing r equations (4) and (10) reveals that the only difference between the wages wA and wTrf



stems from different productivity in the volatile sector. Specifically, the productivity loss ¯ ) in autarky, but under trade it is only Θ(M ¯ induced by rigidity is Θ(V ). The reason is that under trade, Home no longer needs to produce the volatile good itself. Instead it can produce more of good M , and exchange it for good V produced abroad. As a consequence, the productivity loss in sector M now also applies to sector V . Thus trade reduces the cost of rigidity, thereby reducing the flexibility premium: ωTf



≡



wTf f wTrf



< ωA .



(12)



The superscript f of ωTf indicates that this is the flexibility premium that applies if the trading partner is flexible. Next consider the situation of Foreign given that Home is rigid. If Foreign chooses to be rigid as well, the outcome corresponds to autarky and the real wage in Foreign is f r given by wTrr∗ = wA . Choosing flexibility in autarky entails a wage wA , under trade it



yields the wage wTrf ∗ . In autarky choosing flexibility yields only a small productivity gain ¯ θ(S) in the stable sector. Under trade Foreign can produce more of the middle good M and exchange it for good S produced in Home. Thus as reflected by equations (5) and (11), the effective productivity gain flexibility causes in sector S under trade is given by 9



¯ ). It follows that trade with a rigid partner increases the flexibility premium: θ(M ωTr



1.4



wTrf ∗ ≡ rr∗ > ωA . wT



(13)



World Political Equilibrium



I assume that as in autarky, rigidity is adopted if the flexibility premium falls short of the fixed value ω ¯. A pair of labor market regimes (λ, λ∗ ) will be called a world political equilibrium if λ is adopted in Home given that Foreign chooses λ∗ and λ∗ is adopted in Foreign given that Home chooses λ. By symmetry, both countries adopt the same regime in autarky. Under trade this need not be the case. In particular, the diverse outcomes (r, f ) and (f, r) are world political equilibria if ωTf ≤ ω ¯



and



ωTr > ω ¯.



Clearly trade makes diversity more likely. On the flip side, trade makes the homogeneous outcomes (r, r) and (f, f ) less likely. Consider an entirely flexible world (f, f ). In autarky this is a political equilibrium if ωA > ω ¯ . The corresponding condition under trade is ωTf > ω ¯ , which is more restrictive since trade reduces the flexibility premium when the trading partner is flexible. An analogous argument applies to the entirely rigid outcome (r, r).



1.5



Discussion



In this section I have used a static framework to argue that trade can induce divergence in employment protection regulation through a mechanism based on Ricardian comparative advantage. The principal shortcoming of this argument is that it is not based on an explicit model of employment protection. The loss in productive efficiency induced by employment protection is assumed rather than derived. Furthermore, employment protection serves no purpose from the perspective of workers. In the remainder of the 10



paper I will address these shortcomings by analyzing the effect of trade on the support for rigidity in a dynamic model of labor turnover and employment protection.
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A Dynamic Model



Again consider a world with two identical countries, Home and Foreign, three intermediate goods z ∈ Z = {V, M, S} and one final good. Each country has a continuum of identical workers with mass one and a large mass of entrepreneurs that can start a firm by hiring a worker.



2.1



Basic Features



Preferences. Only the final good is consumed. All agents have linear utility with R∞ discount rate r: the utility of a consumption stream C(t) is given by 0 e−rt C(t)dt. Technology. A firm is created when an entrepreneur hires a single worker. Creation is costless and entry is free. A firm within industry z can have high productivity y(z, h) = 1 or low productivity y(z, l) = θ(z). Firms are created with high productivity but transit into the low productivity state at rate γ > 0. I assume that the severity of the productivity drop associated with falling into the low state varies across sectors. It is most dramatic in the volatile sector V and least significant in the stable sector S: θ(V ) < θ(M ) < θ(S).



(14)



The final good is a Leontief aggregate of the three intermediate goods as in equation (1). The assumption of Leontief technology is one of three assumptions that keeps the analysis of transitional dynamics tractable. Wage Setting. I assume the following specification of wage determination: let U (t) be the utility of an unemployed worker at time t; then the wage rate received by an
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employed worker at time t is given by w(t) = (1 + q)rU (t)



(15)



where q > 0. Thus workers must be paid a fixed multiplicative markup over the utility flow received by unemployed workers. This specification of wage setting is adapted from Saint-Paul (2000, p. 110).7 It is a simple way of introducing a labor market imperfection that makes workers value employment protection. Since a worker earns a fixed markup per unit of time as long as he is employed, he clearly wants to keep his job as long as possible. When separation does occur, it is privately inefficient and premature from the perspective of the worker. Employment protection makes it more difficult for firms to dismiss workers. Through this channel it benefits employed workers by extending the duration of jobs. I rule out bonding by assumption: workers cannot buy there way into jobs. Together with this assumption, the specification of wage setting implies that there must be unemployment: due to the markup q employed workers are better off than unemployed workers; if unemployed workers were hired instantaneously without having to make a bonding payment, they would not be worse off than employed workers; it follows that the duration of unemployment must be positive. Labor Market Regulation. As in section 1 there are two labor market regimes, rigid r and flexible f . Employment protection determines the ease at which firms can dismiss workers. In the rigid economy dismissal is difficult: if a firm wants to dismiss its worker, separation occurs only at a slow rate φr . In the flexible economy separation occurs at an accelerated rate φf À φr . Notice that I assume that even in the flexible economy it is 7



The only difference is that Saint-Paul uses the additive specification w(t) = rU (t) + q. Notice



that the parameter q captures the extent to which labor markets are imperfect. With an additive specification any improvement in productivity reduces the extent to which labor markets are imperfect unless q is somehow indexed to productivity. Trade is essentially an improvement in productivity. I do not want trade to have a direct effect on the extent of labor market imperfection. This is what I achieve by adopting a multiplicative specification.
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not possible to dismiss workers instantaneously. This is the second of three assumptions that keep the analysis of transitional dynamics tractable. Trade Regimes. As in section 1 there are two trade regimes, autarky A and trade T . At a point in time the world economy is in one of those two regimes, but now the trading regime may change. In particular, a single once and for all change in the trade regime may occur at time t = 0. Changes in the trade regime are exogenous. The trade regime prevailing before time t = 0 is denoted as τ0 ∈ {A, T }, the regime prevailing thereafter is denoted as τ . I restrict attention to three of the four possible sequences of trade regimes. The sequence (τ0 , τ ) = (A, A) will be referred to as continuing autarky, (T, T ) as continuing trade and (A, T ) as trade integration. Politics. Concurrent with the possible change in the trade regime, both countries have a once and for all opportunity to change their labor market regime at time t = 0. Home inherits a labor market regime λ0 ∈ {r, f } from the past, Foreign inherits the regime λ∗0 . Dynamics. The only change in parameters the world economy may experience occurs at time t = 0, potentially consisting of both a change in the trade regime as well as in the labor market regimes of the two countries. The change in the trading regime and the opportunity to change regulation are both assumed to arise unanticipatedly. At time t = 0 the world is assumed to be in the steady state induced by the triple of initial regimes ρ0 ≡ [τ0 , λ0 , λ∗0 ]. When making the decision about labor market regulation at time t = 0, agents do take into account the transitional dynamics the change in regimes entails. Equilibrium paths considered in this paper will have the property that prices and utility levels will immediately jump to their new steady state values. Employment levels will adjust slowly, however. Thus along an equilibrium path the utility of the unemployed in Home will be constant at some value U and the wage will be constant at w = (1 + q)rU . Goods prices p(z), z ∈ Z are constant as well. Utilities and prices in Foreign will likewise be constant
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along the equilibrium path.



2.2



Firm Decisions



In this subsection I analyze the entry and exit decision of firms. Let φ be the dismissal rate. It is given by φr and φf in a rigid and a flexible economy, respectively. Here I consider the problem of the firm given an arbitrary positive value of φ. Consider a low productivity firm in sector z. It faces an output price p(z) and a wage w. Its profit flow is given by θ(z)p(z) − w. If the profit flow is positive, the firm will retain the worker and the value of the firm is simply the present value of the profit flow, discounted at rate r. If the profit flow is negative, then the firm dismisses the worker and separation occurs at rate φ. The value of the firm is still the present value of the profit flow, but now discounted at the rate r + φ:   p(z)θ(z)−w , p(z)θ(z) ≤ w, r+φ J(z, l, p(z), w, φ) =  p(z)θ(z)−w , p(z)θ(z) ≥ w. r



(16)



The profit flow of a high productivity firm in sector z is given by p(z) − w. However, it bases its dismissal decision on the flow p(z) − w + γJ(z, l, p(z), w, φ), which is adjusted for the capital gain experienced upon falling into the low state. If the profit flow of a low productivity firm is negative, then falling into the low state is associated with a capital loss. In this case the adjusted profit flow of a high productivity firm is positive if and only if y¯(z, φ)p(z) ≥ w, where y¯(z, φ) ≡



r + φ + γθ(z) . r+φ+γ



is a measure of average productivity over the remaining lifetime of the firm, taking into account that the firm initiates dismissal upon falling into the low state (so the weight put on θ(z) is very small if φ is high, i.e. if dismissal is easy). If the adjusted profit flow is negative, the firm already initiates dismissal in the high state and the value of the firm is simply the present value of the adjusted flow, discounted at rate r + φ + γ. Otherwise it retains the worker, and the value of the firm is obtained by discounting at 14



rate r + γ. If the profit flow of a low productivity firm is positive, it is clear that the adjusted flow of a high productivity firm must be positive as well. The firm retains the worker and the value is again obtained by discounting the adjusted flow at rate r + γ. However, now the firm will retain the worker upon falling into the low state, which is reflected in the measure of average productivity y¯(z, 0) =



r+γθ(z) . r+γ



It follows that the



value of a high productivity firm is given by  p(z)¯ y (z,φ)−w   , p(z)¯ y (z, φ) ≤ w,  r+φ  y (z,φ)−w r+φ+γ p(z)¯ J(z, h, p(z), w, φ) = , p(z)θ(z) ≤ w ≤ p(z)¯ y (z, φ), r+γ r+φ    p(z)¯ y (z,0)−w  , p(z)θ(z) ≥ w. r



2.3



(17)



Rigidity and Productivity



If a sector experiences hiring along the equilibrium path, then it must be the case p(z)¯ y (z, φ) = w. Thus y¯(z, φ) is a measure of average productivity in a sector that remains active along the equilibrium path. Now define y¯r (z) ≡ y¯(z, φr ) and y¯f (z) ≡ ¯ ≡ y¯(z, φf ). As in equation (2) of section 1, let θ(z)



y¯r (z) y¯f (z)



be a measure of the severity of



the productivity loss associated with rigidity. Then the ordering in equation (14) of the productivity drop experienced upon falling into the low state translates into an ordering of the productivity loss induced by employment protection: ¯ ) < θ(M ¯ ) < θ(S). ¯ θ(V This reproduces the ordering of equation (3) in section 1. However, now the productivity loss induced by rigidity is not directly assumed. Instead it follows from the effect of employment protection on the process of labor turnover.



2.4



Worker Utility



The utility of an employed worker depends on three things: the wage w received while employed, the utility received when unemployed U and the incidence of job loss. However, recall that the wage w and utility U are linked through the wage setting equation 15



w = (1 + q)rU . It is useful to write this relationship as U (w) ≡



w . (1+q)r



Using this



relation the utility of an employed worker can be determined from the wage and the incidence of job loss alone. Let φ be the dismissal rate. A worker can have two statuses with respect to the incidence of job loss. The first status is labelled d and corresponds to the situation in which the worker is a candidate for dismissal. The second status corresponds to the situation in which the firm currently retains the worker but will make him a candidate for dismissal if it falls into the low productivity state. This status is labelled e since currently the firm is willing to keep the worker employed. Let W (d, w, φ) be the utility of a worker of status d if the wage is w. As long as the worker remains employed, he continues to receive the wage. However, since he is a candidate for dismissal he loses his job at rate φ. Thus his utility is given by · ¸ w + φU (w) w r W (d, w, φ) = = 1+ q . r+φ (r + φ) (1 + q)r A retained worker transits to status d at rate γ, so his utility can be written as · ¸ w w + γW (d, w, φ) (r + φ + γ) r W (e, w, φ) = = 1+ q . r+γ (r + γ) (r + φ) (1 + q)r



(18)



(19)



In obvious notation one can write W (d, w, φ) = ψ(d, φ)w



and



W (e, w, φ) = ψ(e, φ)w.



The unemployed can be included in this formulation by writing W (u, w) ≡ ψ(u)w where ψ(u) =



1 , (1+q)r



which is of course merely another restatement of the wage setting



equation.par Finally, let ψ r (d) ≡ ψ(d, φr ) and ψ f (d) ≡ ψ(d, φr ), defining ψ r (e) and ψ f (e) analogously.



2.5



The Hiring Rate



If an unemployed worker is hired along the equilibrium path, he acquires a job of status e: he will be retained until the firm receives a negative productivity shock. For simplicity 16



I assume that unemployed workers do not receive any utility flow, so the return to being unemployed consists solely of the capital gain experienced in the event of hiring: rU (w) = a(φ)(W (e, w, φ) − U (w)). where a(φ) is the hiring rate. Using equation (19) and the definition of U (w), the hiring rate can be written as a(φ) =



(r + γ) (r + φ) . (r + φ + γ) q



(20)



Let ar ≡ a(φr ) and af ≡ a(φf ) be the hiring rates of a rigid and a flexible economy, respectively. It is easily verified that af > ar . This is the standard result that employment protection not only reduces outflows from employment but also depresses hiring.



3



Autarky



In this section I study the political support for rigidity in countries that are in autarky throughout. Thus the sequence of trade regimes is (τ0 , τ ) = (A, A). This case will serve as a benchmark when I examine the effects of trade on the support for rigidity in sections 4–6.



3.1



Real Wages



In autarky all goods must be produced, so the entry condition must be satisfied with equality for all sectors. Therefore in the rigid economy prices and the wage satisfy the r relationship prA (z)¯ y r (z) = wA . Thus the real wage is once again given by equation (4)



of section 1: r = w (¯ y r (V ), y¯r (M ), y¯r (S)) . wA
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Similarly, equation (5) gives the real wage of an autarkic flexible economy ¡ ¢ r wA = w y¯f (V ), y¯f (M ), y¯f (S) . As in section 1, flexibility is associated with a wage premium ωA ≡



3.2



f wA r wA



> 1.



Transitional Dynamics



As mentioned before, prices and utility levels immediately jump to their new steady state levels at time t = 0. However, there are transitional dynamics in employment levels, which I will briefly describe in this subsection. Along the equilibrium path, low productivity firms dismiss workers at rate φ. High productivity firms retain their workers but transit into the low state at rate γ. Unemployed workers are hired at rate a(φ). The only remaining question is: how are newly hired workers allocated to the sectors V , M and S? The answer follows from the assumption that the final good is a Leontief aggregate. Thus the three intermediate goods must be produced in fixed proportions along the equilibrium path.8 This provides two restrictions that pin down the sectoral allocation of hiring. A detailed discussion of transitional dynamics in autarky is provided in Appendix A, along with a derivation of steady state employment levels.



3.3



The Political Support for Rigidity



In this subsection I discuss the conditions under which different groups of workers and firms support rigidity in autarky. Workers. Rows one to three of table 1 display the support provided by workers. The first row is concerned with workers in high productivity firms. Since all sectors experience entry under both labor market regimes, these workers have status e both under rigidity 8



For the path discussed in the text to be an equilibrium, initial production levels must be in the



correct proportions as well. This is insured by the assumption that the economy is in steady state at time t = 0.
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Table 1: Support for rigidity in autarky.



and flexibility: currently they are retained, but they become candidates for dismissal once the firm falls into the low state. They support rigidity if the gain from delayed dismissal outweighs the flexibility premium, that is if



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



≥ ωA .



The second row derives the analogous condition for workers in low productivity firms. These workers are candidates for dismissal under both labor market regimes. Under these circumstances the gain from delayed dismissal is given by



ψ r (d) . ψ f (d)



Unemployed workers do not benefit from delayed dismissal but they do suffer from the fall in productive efficiency induced by rigidity. As recorded in the third row of the table, they always oppose employment protection. Firms. Since all sectors experience entry both in the flexible and the rigid economy, the value of high productivity firms is zero irrespective of the labor market regime. As recorded in the fourth row of the table, these firms are indifferent. Given a binding entry condition in its sector, the value of a low productivity firm is given by



¡ ¢ 1 − θ(z) J z, l, [¯ y (z, φ)]−1 w, w, φ = − w r+φ+γ 19



1−θ(z) r Thus in the rigid economy it is given by JAr (z, l) = − r+φ r +γ wA while the corresponding 1−θ(z) f value in the flexible economy is JAf (z, l) = − r+φ f +γ wA . Both are negative. Rigidity has



two effects. First, it depresses the real wage, which increases the value of low productivity firms. Second, it reduces the dismissal rate, diminishing their value. However, I will make an assumption that resolves this ambiguity. Throughout the paper I will think of φr as being close to zero and of φf as being very large. Thus I will treat any effect that arises because φr is not zero or because φf is not infinite as second order in the sense of being to small to affect political decisions. Here this assumption implies that JAf (z, l) ≈ 0: while firms cannot shut down instantaneously in the flexible economy, they can do so rather quickly and accumulated losses are negligible. On the other hand, in the rigid economy these firms have a hard time of shutting down, and accumulated losses are relatively large. Hence low productivity firms oppose rigidity, a result recorded in the last row of the table.



4



Trade



In this section I discuss how trade affects the support for rigidity of different groups of workers and firms. Subsections 4.1–4.3 serve as preparation: I derive real wages under trade, discuss transitional dynamics and examine how trade affects initial employment levels. As in the static model of section 1, the support for rigidity depends crucially on the labor market regime of the trading partner. In subsection 4.4 I examine the effect of trade on the support for rigidity provided by different groups of firms and workers if the trading partner is flexible. Subsection 4.5 performs the same task if the trading partner is rigid. The section concludes with a discussion of the perhaps surprising result that workers and firms at large are completely insulated from the slowdown of relocation associated with rigidity.
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4.1



Real Wages



As in section 1, only real wages in the case (r, f ) must be computed: if both countries choose the same regime, the outcome corresponds to autarky, and autarky wages were computed in subsection 3.1; the case (f, r) is covered by symmetry. So suppose Home is rigid while Foreign is flexible. In section 1 I assumed that the amount of the middle good M required to produce the final good is sufficiently large such that the middle good must be produced in both countries. Here I make an analogous assumption: α(M ) is sufficiently large such that along the equilibrium path there must be entry into sector M in both countries. As its analog in section 1, this assumption eliminates terms of trade effects of employment protection. It is also the final of three assumptions that keep the analysis of transitional dynamics tractable. With this assumption in place, obtaining real wages for the pair of labor market regimes (r, f ) under trade requires no additional work: entry conditions in the dynamic economy correspond exactly to the zero profit conditions in the static economy of section 1. It follows that the real wages of Home and Foreign are given by equations (10) and (11) wTrf



¶ µ¯ θ(M ) r r r y¯ (V ), y¯ (M ), y¯ (S) , =w ¯ θ(V )



µ



wTrf ∗



¶ ¯ θ(S) f = w y¯ (V ), y¯ (M ), ¯ y¯ (S) . θ(M ) f



f



¯ Since both real wages and the ordering of the θ(z)’s correspond exactly to the static economy, it follows that the ordering of flexibility premia is the same as well.



4.2



Transitional Dynamics



Again only the pair of labor market regimes (r, f ) needs to be considered. The middle and the stable sector in Home as well as the volatile and the middle sector in Foreign behave as in autarky: high productivity firms retain their workers but transit into the low productivity state at rate γ; low productivity firms dismiss workers at rates φr and φf in Home and Foreign, respectively. The domestic volatile and the foreign stable sector are a different matter: these sectors are not competitive, hiring ceases and even 21



Figure 1: Transitional Dynamics under Trade
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high productivity workers are dismissed at rates φr and φf , respectively. Unemployed workers are hired at rates ar and af in Home and Foreign, respectively. How is hiring allocated to sectors? In autarky output proportions have to remain constant along the equilibrium path within each country. Under trade this no longer necessary: now output proportions must remain constant at the world level.9 In appendix B I show that these dynamics give rise to a system of linear differential equations. Figure 1 displays an example in which the two countries are initially in 9



As discussed in footnote 8, initial output proportions at the world level must be correct for the



path discussed in the text to be a valid equilibrium. This is insured by the assumption that the two economies are in steady state at time t = 0 together with the fact that in this steady state both countries produce the three intermediate goods in the same proportions.
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autarky and the initial pair of regulation levels is (r, f ) as well (solid and dashed lines correspond to high and low productivity employment, respectively). First consider the stable sector S. The foreign stable sector is no longer competitive. Since Foreign is flexible, employment in this sector is decreasing rapidly. Consequently, the maintenance of constant output proportions requires a quick expansion of the stable sector in Home. Hence for some time most of hiring in Home is allocated to the stable sector. It follows that there is little entry into the domestic sector M , which is reflected in temporarily decreasing employment. This is compensated by more intense hiring of the foreign middle sector. Foreign does have the capacity to devote more hiring to sector M : since Home is rigid, domestic employment in the volatile sector declines much slower than foreign employment in the stable sector; therefore job creation in the foreign volatile sector does not need to be quite as rapid as domestic creation in the stable sector. While the system of linear differential equations can always be solved mechanically to obtain a path of employment levels, the path obtained in this fashion need not be a valid equilibrium path. In the example displayed in figure 1, domestic job creation is able to keep up with falling employment levels in the foreign stable sector. However, if destruction in flexible Foreign is too rapid, the capacity of Home to create jobs may be insufficient to maintain constant output ratios. In the solution to the system of differential equations this problem shows up as negative hiring levels in the domestic sector M , which is inconsistent with equilibrium. I will assume throughout that parameters are such that this problem does not arise. So while I think of the flexible dismissal rate φf as quite high, it cannot be too large.10



4.3



Trade and Initial Conditions



How does trade affect initial employment levels? I will show that it leaves both the aggregate employment rate and the productivity distribution of workers unchanged. 10



If this problem occurs, it will no longer be an equilibrium for all prices and utility levels to jump



immediately to their steady state values, and transitional dynamics become more complicated.
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Thus it only affects the sectoral composition of the workforce. Let L0 (z, h, ρ0 ) and L0 (z, l, ρ0 ) be initial high and low productivity employment in sector z as a function of initial conditions ρ0 . Similarly, let L0 (h, ρ0 ) and L0 (l, ρ0 ) be total employment in high and low productivity firms, respectively. Finally, let L0 (ρ0 ) be aggregate employment. First, aggregate employment only depends on whether the economy is rigid or flexible. Let Lr0 ≡



ar rγ ar + φφr +γ



and Lf0 ≡



af



f af + φf γ φ +γ



. Then



L0 ([τ0 , r, λ∗0 ]) = Lr0



and



L0 ([τ0 , f, λ∗0 ]) = Lr0



for all initial trade regimes τ0 ∈ {A, T } and foreign initial labor market regimes λ∗0 ∈ {r, f }. Second, total employment in high and low productivity firms only depends on the labor market regime as well. Let Lr0 (h) ≡ and Lf0 (l) ≡



γ Lf . φf +γ 0



φr Lr , φr +γ 0



Lr0 (l) ≡



γ Lr , φr +γ 0



Lf0 (h) ≡



φf Lf φf +γ 0



Then



L0 (h, [τ0 , r, λ∗0 ]) = Lr0 (h),



L0 (l, [τ0 , r, λ∗0 ]) = Lr0 (l),



(21)



L∗0 (h, [τ0 , λ, f ]) = Lf0 (h),



L∗0 (l, [τ0 , λ, f ]) = Lf0 (l).



(22)



for all initial trade regimes τ0 ∈ {A, T } and initial labor market regimes λ, λ∗0 ∈ {r, f }. The reason for this neutrality of trade is straightforward: along the equilibrium path of any rigid economy, unemployed workers are hired at rate ar , high productivity firms transit into the low state at rate γ, and low productivity firms dismiss workers at rate φr . These transition rates are all the information needed to determine the initial employment levels above. Of course this result depends crucially on the assumption that transition rates do not vary across sectors. Thus it only plays the role of a benchmark. However, trade clearly has important effects on the sectoral allocation of the workforce. In particular, if the initial pair of labor market regimes is (r, f ), then both domestic initial employment in the volatile and foreign initial employment in the stable sector are zero. Let L0 (z, ρ0 ) be total initial employment in sector z. Then L0 (V, [T, r, f ]) = L∗0 (S, [T, r, f ]) = 0. In autarky these employment levels are positive since each country must produce all three intermediate goods. 24
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Table 2: Support for rigidity given a flexible trading partner.



4.4



The Support for Rigidity given a Flexible Trading Partner



In this subsection I determine the political support for rigidity in Home given that Foreign is flexible. At this point it is useful to introduce the distinction alluded to in the introduction: workers and firms in declining industries on one hand and workers and firms at large on the other hand. Workers at large. Workers at large are workers employed in a sector which remains competitive no matter what labor market regime is adopted. Given that Foreign is flexible, in Home these sectors are the stable sector S and the middle sector M . Workers at large employed in firms with high productivity have status e independent of the labor market regime. They support rigidity if the benefit from delaying dismissal for workers of this status outweighs the flexibility premium. Given that Foreign is flexible, the applicable flexibility premium is ωTf . It follows that these workers support rigidity if ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



> ωTf . Similarly, workers at large in firms with low productivity support rigidity if



the gains from delayed dismissal for status d workers outweigh the flexibility premium: ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



> ωTf . 25



Workers in declining industries. If Home chooses to be flexible, the outcome corresponds to autarky and high productivity workers in the volatile sector S have status e. If Home adopts rigidity, the volatile sector is no longer competitive and even high productivity workers are candidates for dismissal. It follows that their gain from delayed dismissal is not



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



(the value for workers at large) but only



ψ r (d) . ψ f (e)



However, here I



appeal to the assumption that the rigid dismissal rate φr is close to zero. This implies ψ r (d) ≈ ψ r (e): in a very rigid economy it does not matter much whether the firm is willing to retain a worker or wants to dismiss him. Thus up to this approximation the criterion for the support of rigidity is the same as that of high productivity workers at large:



ψ r (e) , ψ f (e)



and as such it is recorded in the first row of table 2. Low productivity work-



ers in declining industries are candidates for dismissal irrespective of the labor market regime, hence they find themselves in the same position as low productivity workers at large. Firms at large. Since entry continues in sectors M and S irrespective of the labor market regime, high productivity firms at large are indifferent between rigidity and flexibility. For low productivity firms the discussion from autarky applies: if the dismissal rate under flexibility φf is sufficiently high, then low productivity firms oppose rigidity. Firms in declining industries. If Home adopts rigidity, then high productivity firms in sector V are no longer competitive. They would like to dismiss their workers as quickly as possible, but rigidity makes this very difficult. If Home adopts flexibility the value of these firms is zero, so they clearly oppose rigidity. Low productivity firms in sector V likewise oppose employment protection, given that φf is sufficiently high. Comparing tables 1 and 2, it is clear that all employed workers in Home are more willing to support rigidity than under autarky. The gain in from delayed dismissal is unchanged. However, as reflected in the lower flexibility premium ωTf < ωA , gains from trade with a flexible Foreign have mitigated the cost of rigidity. The attitude of firms at large towards rigidity is the same in the autarky. However, high productivity 26
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Table 3: Support for rigidity given a rigid trading partner.



firms in declining industries are an additional source of resistance against employment protection.



4.5



The Support for Rigidity given a Rigid Trading Partner



In this subsection I determine the political support for rigidity in Foreign given that Home is rigid. Workers at large. If Foreign chooses rigidity, the outcome corresponds to autarky. If it adopts flexibility, the stable sector S becomes uncompetitive, so here workers at large are those employed in the volatile sector V and the middle sector M . The discussion for workers at large is the same as in the previous subsection. However, now the flexibility premium given a rigid trading partner ωTr applies. Workers in declining industries. High productivity workers in the stable sector S have status e if Foreign adopts rigidity: the outcome corresponds to autarky and sector S remains competitive. However, if Foreign chooses flexibility, then these workers become 27



candidates for dismissal. Since rigidity improves the status of these workers from d to e, they experience a larger gain from delayed dismissal



ψ r (e) ψ f (d)



than other high productivity



workers. Since ψ r (e) ≈ ψ r (d), it is approximately the same gain as the one experienced by low productivity workers, and as such it is recorded in the table. As always, low productivity workers have status d irrespective of the labor market regime. Firms at large. Once again high productivity firms at large are indifferent, while low productivity firms oppose rigidity for sufficiently high φf . Firms in declining industries. If Foreign adopts rigidity, then the stable sector remains competitive, insuring that the value of high productivity firms is zero. However, if Foreign chooses to be flexible, then sector S loses its competitiveness and the value of high productivity firms is negative. Using equations (9) and (17), in this case the value h¯ i θ(M ) rf ∗ 1 of these firms can be written as JT (S, h) = r+φf θ(S) − 1 wTrf ∗ . It is negative since ¯ even in the flexible economy dismissal is not instantaneous. However, the assumption that φf is very large implies that JTrf ∗ (S, h) ≈ 0. Notice the contrast to domestic high productivity firms in the volatile sector V : if Home adopts rigidity, these sectors become uncompetitive and face difficulties in dismissing their workers. Foreign firms in sector S are in a much better position: if Foreign chooses flexibility, then they become uncompetitive but a high φf allows them to shut down quickly. Consequently, these firms are approximately indifferent between rigidity and flexibility, which is how they are recorded in the fourth row of table 3. Comparing tables 1 and 3, it is evident that both high productivity workers at large and all low productivity workers are less willing to support rigidity than under autarky. The gains in terms of delayed dismissal are unchanged. However, choosing rigidity eliminates the gains from trade induced by differences in regulation, leading to a higher flexibility premium ωTr > ωA . The attitude of all firms towards rigidity is unchanged. It remains to discuss high productivity workers in the declining industry S. In contrast to all other employed workers, they may actually be more willing to support rigidity 28



ψ r (d) ≥ ωTr is less restrictive than ψ f (d) r ψ r (d) > ψψf (e) : candidates for dismissal ψ f (d) (e)



than in autarky. This will be the case if the condition the condition



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



≥ ωA . This is possible since



gain more from delayed dismissal that retained workers. If this higher gain from delayed dismissal outweighs the increased flexibility premium, then high productivity workers in sector S are more likely to support rigidity. Otherwise the effect of trade with a rigid partner is unambiguous: the support for rigidity falls.



4.6



The Distributional Impact of the Slowdown



For the sake of concreteness consider the following scenario: initially Home is rigid, Foreign is flexible and the trade regime is autarky. Now at time t = 0 trade integration occurs and both countries maintain their labor market regime. The diversity in labor market regimes creates gains from trade. But notice that the productive structures do not change instantaneously. The gains from trade are realized only gradually as the transitional dynamics unfold and the volatile sector slowly moves to Foreign while the stable sector travels in the opposite direction. As illustrated in subsection 4.2, the fact that Home is rigid slows down the speed at which this sectoral relocation takes place. Now consider the counterfactual scenario that in response to a change in trade or labor market regimes, economies move immediately from the old to the new steady state. In this scenario there is no slowdown in the speed of sectoral relocation associated with rigidity. Consider a domestic worker who is employed at time t = 0. Suppose that this worker maintains his employment status and productivity level, irrespective of which labor market regimes are adopted at time t = 0.11 When will this worker support rigidity? Given that Foreign stays flexible, the domestic wage in the new steady state is wTrf or wTf f , depending on whether Home adopts rigidity or flexibility. The gain from delayed dismissal that the worker obtains in the new steady state is productivity is high, 11



ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



if his



if it is low. He supports rigidity if this gain outweighs the



This will not be possible for all workers if the new steady state to which the economy switches at



time t = 0 has lower employment of high and/or low productivity workers.
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flexibility premium. Notice that this thought experiment leads to the same rules for the support of rigidity as obtained for domestic workers at large in table 2. Thus workers at large essentially choose between steady states. Since prices and wages jump to the new steady state, these workers experience the entire gains from trade immediately, although they are not yet realized. As a consequence, the slowdown of sectoral relocation associated with rigidity is of no concern to these workers. Hence trade integration affects the support for rigidity provided by workers and firms at large only through the Ricardian channel. It follows that the impact of the slowdown channel must be concentrated on workers and firms in declining industries. Notice that the slowdown need not hurt efficiency: separations are always privately inefficient, and they may also be socially inefficient. Thus slowing down the speed at which the relocation of sectors across countries proceeds could in principle be desirable from the viewpoint of efficiency. However, the distributional implications are clear: workers benefit while firms lose. Conditional on the property that prices jump to the new steady state immediately, the result that workers and firms at large are insulated from the effects of the slowdown is evident. However, it is perhaps surprising that it is an equilibrium for prices to jump to the new steady state immediately. To what extent is this result an artifact of the special features of this economy? The sharpness of the result depends on three features of the model: (i) the final good is a Leontief aggregate; (ii) terms of trade are pinned down by the middle good M and thus don’t move during the transition; (iii) destruction in the flexible economy is not instantaneous. The pivotal of these features is the first one. If the production function of the final good is CES with a positive elasticity of substitution, then relative prices will not jump to the new steady state at time t = 0. Instead they are determined by relative quantities and the world level produced at this point in time. These relative prices will in general not conform to entry conditions. Thus for a while there will not be entry into all three sectors, until relative quantities at the world level are rebalanced in such a way
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that relative prices are in agreement with the entry conditions of competitive sectors (sectors M and S in Home as well as V and M in Foreign). Once this rebalancing act is completed, entry conditions take over and the remaining transition is the same as in the Leontief case. The key thing to notice is that typically the rebalancing of quantities at the world level will be completed much more quickly that the process of relocating sectors across countries, in particular the devolution of the volatile sector in Home. Thus at the point in time at which entry conditions take over, prices are at their new steady state level while most of the reallocation needed to realize gains from trade has yet to occur. The Leontief assumption merely constitutes the case in which the short rebalancing period is eliminated entirely, which makes this assumption very convenient for analytical purposes. A less technical description of the basic economic force at work goes at follows: in response to trade integration, consumers benefit from inexpensive imports almost immediately; firms in declining industries must match the lower price of competitors abroad, so in essence these firms must finance gains from trade experienced by consumers which have not yet materialized; the burden of slowing down the realization of gains from trade through rigidity is borne by firms in declining industries: they have to finance the discrepancy between the gains experienced by consumers and those actually realized for a longer period of time.



5



The Long Run Effect of Trade



In this section I will show that trade makes it more likely that the diverse outcome (r, f ) is a long run political equilibrium. First I will define what I mean by a long run political equilibrium. The first step is to aggregate the political support for rigidity. I do so by assigning weights to each distinct group of workers and firms. A group of workers has the weight µ times the number of its members. Similarly, a group of firms has the weigh ν times the number of workers that its members employ. If a group prefers rigidity, its weight enters the aggregate support positively. If it is opposed, its weight enters 31



negatively. Indifferent groups are not counted. I assume that a country adopts rigidity if the aggregate support exceeds a fixed level Σ. Let ΣA (ρ0 ) be the aggregate support for rigidity in Home if the future trade regime is autarky A and initial conditions are given by ρ0 . Similarly, let ΣfT (ρ0 ) be the domestic aggregate support for rigidity given a flexible trading partner; and let Σr∗ T (ρ0 ) denote the foreign aggregate support if its trading partner is rigid. Suppose the sequence of trade regimes is continuing autarky (τ0 , τ ) = (A, A) and that the initial pair of regulation levels is (λ, λ∗ ). Then (λ, λ∗ ) is said to be a stationary political equilibrium in autarky if it confirmed in the political decision at time t = 0, that is if Home and Foreign maintain λ and λ∗ , respectively. Thus (r, f ) is a stationary political equilibrium in autarky if ΣA ([A, r, f ]) ≥ Σ



and



Σ∗A ([A, r, f ]) < Σ.



(23)



Analogously, if (λ, λ∗ ) is confirmed given that the sequence of trade regimes is continuing trade (τ0 , τ ) = (A, A), then (λ, λ∗ ) is said to be a stationary political equilibrium under trade. The pair of labor market regimes (r, f ) satisfies this definition if ¯ ΣfT ([T, r, f ]) ≥ Σ



and



Σr∗ T ([T, r, f ]) < Σ.



(24)



The first inequality requires that Home adopts rigidity given that Foreign is flexible. The second inequality demands that Foreign chooses to be flexible given that Home is rigid. The present model does not feature repeated voting. Thus defining stationary political equilibria in this way is as close as I can get to the notion of a long run political equilibrium. I will now show that trade makes it more likely that the diverse outcome (r, f ) is a stationary political equilibrium: condition (23) is more restrictive than condition (24). The argument has two steps. First, I show that trade increase the support for rigidity at home: ΣfT ([T, r, f ]) ≥ ΣA ([A, r, f ]). Recall the comparison of tables 1 and 2 at the end of subsection 4.4. All groups of firms and workers provide equal or more support under 32



trade with a flexible partner than under autarky, with one exception: high productivity firms in the declining industry V . The crucial feature of the initial conditions [T, r, f ] is that this group of firms does not exist: if countries were trading in the past, Home was rigid and Foreign was flexible, then specialization has already taken place and domestic employment in the volatile sector is zero. More formally · µ r ¶ µ r ¶¸ ψ (e) ψ (e) f f ΣT ([T, r, f ]) − ΣA ([A, r, f ]) = µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA Lr0 (h) ψ f (e) ψ f (e) ¶¸ · µ r ¶ µ r ψ (d) ψ (d) f +µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA Lr0 (l) ≥ 0. ψ f (d) ψ f (d) (25) Here the function σ(·) gives the sign of its argument.12 In computing this difference in support levels, I have used the result of subsection 4.3 that only the labor market regime matters for aggregate employment and the productivity distribution of the workforce: both in autarky and under trade, initial high and low productivity employment is given by Lr0 (h) and Lr0 (l), respectively. The unemployed and firms do not appear in the support difference since trade does not change their mind about rigidity. The sign of the support difference follows from the fall in the flexibility premium: since ωTf < ωA , both terms in square brackets are nonnegative. The second step is to show that trade increases resistance against rigidity in Foreign: ∗ Σr∗ T ([T, r, f ]) ≤ ΣA ([A, r, f ]). Recall the comparison of tables 1 and 3 at the end of sub-



section 4.5. All groups of firms and workers provide equal or more resistance under trade with a rigid partner than under autarky, with one possible exception: high productivity workers in the declining industry S. Yet once again the initial conditions [T, r, f ] imply that this group of workers does not exist since specialization has already taken place. Thus Σr∗ T ([T, r, f ])



−



Σ∗A ([A, r, f ])



¶ µ r ¶¸ · µ r ψ (e) ψ (e) r − ωT − σ − ωA Lf0 (h) =µ σ f f ψ (e) ψ (e) · µ r ¶ µ r ¶¸ ψ (d) ψ (d) f +µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA Lf0 (l) ≤ 0. f f ψ (d) ψ (d) (26)



12



The function σ is defined as follows: σ(x) = −1 for x < 0; σ(x) = 0 for x = 0; σ(x) = 1 for x > 0.
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6



The Impact of Trade Integration



In section 4 I obtained sharp predictions about how trade affects the distribution of the costs of rigidity. In the previous section I compared the sequences of trade regimes continuing autarky (A, A) and continuing trade (T, T ), and I demonstrated that trade makes it more likely that diversity (r, f ) is a long run political equilibrium. In this section I turn to the impact of the event of trade integration on the overall support for rigidity, i.e. I will compare the sequences of trade regimes continuing autarky (A, A) and trade integration (A, T ). Under both sequences of trade regimes, the initial regime is autarky. Thus both countries have positive initial levels of employment in all three sectors. As a consequence, the result for the long run effect of trade obtained in the preceding section does not hold for the event of trade integration: I cannot show that in general trade integration makes the diverse outcome (r, f ) more likely. Integration does not unambiguously increase the support for rigidity in Home (given a flexible Foreign): now there is a mass of high productivity firms in the volatile sector that increase their resistance against employment protection. Similarly, integration does not unambiguously reduce the support for rigidity in Foreign (given a rigid Home): there is mass of high productivity workers in the stable sector that may provide more ardent support for rigidity. It follows that the overall effect of trade integration will depend on the distribution of political power. In this section I will therefore relax the assumption that all groups of workers have the same weight µ while all firms enter with the same weight ν. Instead I allow distinct groups of firms and workers to have different weights. Specifically, I will consider three extreme scenarios. In the first scenario worker in declining industries are able to rally strong political support, enabling them to determine the political outcome. In the second scenario it is firms in declining industries that can muster sufficient influence to determine the labor market regime. In the third and final scenario, the influence of special interest groups is very low, and the political outcome is determined by workers and firms at large. 34



6.1



Powerful Workers in Declining Industries



Given a rigid trading partner, high productivity workers in the stable sector S are the only reason why trade integration may not reduce the support for rigidity. Moreover, as discussed at the end of section 4.5, these workers will only increase their support for rigidity if the condition



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



≥ ωA is more restrictive that the condition



ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



≥ ωTr .



In this subsection I consider the situation in which this is the case. In addition, I assume that high productivity workers in the stable sector are sufficiently powerful to be pivotal. It is very easy to see that under these circumstances, trade integration makes it more likely that overall rigidity (r, r) is a world political equilibrium: in autarky (r, r) is a political equilibrium if ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



6.2



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



≥ ωA ; under trade integration it is an equilibrium if



≥ ωTr . By construction of the scenario, the second condition is less restrictive.



Powerful Firms in Declining Industries



Given a flexible trading partner, high productivity firms in the volatile sector V are the only reason why trade integration does not unambiguously increase the support for rigidity. In this subsection I consider the case in which this group of firms can muster sufficient influence in order to be pivotal in the political decision, in the sense that rigidity is adopted unless opposed by these firms. It is easy to see that under these circumstances, trade integration insures that overall flexibility (f, f ) is a political equilibrium. Consulting table 1, autarky leaves high productivity firms in the volatile sector indifferent between rigidity and flexibility. It follows that a rigid world (r, r) is the political equilibrium. Table 2 shows that given a flexible trading partner, these firms will change their mind in response to integration: rigidity both destroys their competitiveness and makes it difficult to shut down. It follows that trade integration makes overall flexibility (f, f ) a political equilibrium.
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6.3



Political Power resides with Workers and Firms at large



In this subsection I consider the case in which political power resides with workers and firms at large. Specifically, I assume that the political decision is made by workers and firms in sector M . Notice that one can think of sector M as including nontradables, so it is reasonable to think of it as being large, in particular if trade integration is partial. The assumption that political power resides with workers and firms in sector M then reflects a situation in which the political system gives little clout to special interest groups such as firms and workers in declining industries. Within sector M I return to the assumption that workers have weight µ while firms have weight ν. I will show that trade integration makes it more likely that the diverse outcome (r, f ) is a political equilibrium at time t = 0. In autarky (r, f ) is an equilibrium if ΣA ([A, λ, λ∗ ]) ≥ Σ



and



Σ∗A ([A, λ, λ∗ ]) < Σ.



(27)



Initial regulation levels (λ, λ∗ ) will not play a role in the argument, so they are left unspecified. Apart from this, condition (27) is identical to condition (23) of section 5. Under trade integration (r, f ) is an equilibrium if ¯ ΣfT ([A, λ, λ∗ ]) ≥ Σ



and



∗ Σr∗ T ([A, λ, λ ]) < Σ.



(28)



This condition corresponds to condition (24) of section 5. However, notice the difference that the initial trade regime is autarky A and not trade T . This simplifies the argument: there is no need to refer to the results of subsection 4.3 on the effects of trade on initial employment levels, since here initial conditions are identical across the two conditions (27) and (28). Apart from this simplification, the argument is parallel to the one given in section 5. Specifically, the result follows from the analogs of equations (25) and (26), which are obtained by replacing overall employment levels with the levels of employment
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in sector M induced by the initial conditions [A, λ, λ∗ ]: ΣfT ([T, r, f ]) − ΣA ([A, r, f ]) · µ r ¶ µ r ¶¸ ψ (e) ψ (e) f =µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA L0 (M, h, [A, λ, λ∗ ]) f f ψ (e) ψ (e) · µ r ¶ µ r ¶¸ ψ (d) ψ (d) f +µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA L0 (M, l, [A, λ, λ∗ ]) ≥ 0, ψ f (d) ψ f (d) ∗ Σr∗ T ([T, r, f ]) − ΣA ([A, r, f ]) · µ r ¶ µ r ¶¸ ψ (e) ψ (e) r =µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA L∗0 (M, h, [A, λ, λ∗ ]) ψ f (e) ψ f (e) · µ r µ r ¶¸ ¶ ψ (d) ψ (d) f +µ σ − ωT − σ − ωA L∗0 (M, l, [A, λ, λ∗ ]) ≤ 0. ψ f (d) ψ f (d)



7



Other Sources of Gains from Trade



In the model considered in sections 2–6, differences in labor market regulation are the only source of gains from trade. Rigidity slows down the reallocation needed to realize these gains from trade. I demonstrated that this slowdown is of no concern to workers and firms at large, with the implication that integration affects their taste for rigidity only through the Ricardian channel. However, rigidity only slows down the realization of gains from trade that are itself generated by rigidity. In this section I will consider an extension of the model in which there are other sources of Ricardian gains from trade. These could arise from differences in technologies or variation across countries in policies and institutions other than employment protection. Employment protection will also reduce the speed at which these additional gains from trade are realized. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that workers and firms at large are insulated from this slowdown as well. Again its impact is limited to firms and workers in declining industries: workers benefit and firms lose. The simplest way of introducing other sources of gains from trade while maintaining the symmetry of the model is to add two intermediate goods, called H and F . Productivity levels are given by y(H, h) = 1, y(H, l) = θ(M ), y ∗ (H, h) = δ, y ∗ (H, l) = δθ(M ), 37



Autarky H



F



h



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



≥ ωA



l



ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



≥ ωA



h



indifferent



Flexible Partner



Rigid Partner



H



H



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



F



≥ ωTf



ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



≥ ωTf



ψ r (e) ψ f (e)



F ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



≥ ωTr



≥ ωTr



workers ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



ind.



≥ ωTf opp.



ψ r (d) ψ f (d)



≥ ωTr



ind.



opp.



firms l



opposed



Table 4: Domestic support for rigidity in sectors H and F .



y(F, h) = δ, y(F, l) = δθ(M ), y ∗ (F, h) = 1, y ∗ (F, l) = θ(M ) where δ ∈ (0, 1). Notice that in both sectors the percentage drop in productivity upon falling into the low state is the same as in the middle sector M . Thus for δ = 1 the two additional sectors simply become parts of the middle sector. However, for δ < 1 Home has a comparative advantage in good H while Foreign has a comparative advantage in good F . Trade integration always induces sectors H and F to locate entirely in Home and Foreign, respectively. As before, specialization in sectors V and S only occurs if the two countries adopt different labor market regimes. Computing real wages yields the same ordering of flexibility premia as before: ωTr > ωA > ωTf . Tables 1–3 remain a valid description of the support for rigidity provided by firms and workers in sectors V , M and S. To obtain a complete description, these tables must be supplemented with the support by workers and firms in the two new sectors H and F . Table 4 provides this information for the Home country, the corresponding information for Foreign is obtained by symmetry. In autarky there is no difference between the support stemming from new and old sectors. The domestic sector H does not relocate in response to integration. Therefore workers and firms in these sectors are part of workers and firms at large, and
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provide corresponding support for rigidity. The only new element are preferences of workers and firms in sector F under trade. This sector will always relocate to Foreign in response to integration, irrespective of the labor market regime adopted. Thus workers in this sector become candidates for dismissal, hence their gain from delayed separation is given by



ψ r (d) . ψ f (d)



High productivity firms in sector F lose their competitiveness as a



consequence of integration. They would like to shut down quickly and hence oppose rigidity. All results discussed in sections 5 and 6 carry over to this extended version of the model. Trade makes it more likely that diversity (r, f ) is a stationary political equilibrium. The impact of trade integration depends on the distribution of political power. Importantly, workers and firms at large are once again insulated from the slowdown in the realization of gains from trade associated with rigidity, where gains from trade now stem both from differences in regulation as well as other sources.
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Concluding Remarks



In this paper I have studied the effects of trade integration on the political support for employment protection. In particular, I have examined how the generic and static Ricardian argument fares in an explicit dynamic model of labor turnover and employment protection. Explicit modelling of dynamics has highlighted a second channel linking trade integration and the costs of rigidity: the slowdown of the sectoral relocation induced by integration. I have demonstrated that the effects of this slowdown are limited to workers and firms in declining industries. Workers and firms at large are essentially left with a static choice between the rigid and the flexible steady state, so for these workers the Ricardian mechanism applies with full force. Furthermore, I have shown how these sharp distributional implications map into predictions concerning the impact of trade integration on the overall support for rigidity through the distribution of political power. To conclude, I would like to outline two avenues for future research. In the analysis of this paper I have taken trade integration as exogenous. It is a 39



natural extension of the model to let trade opening to be a political choice as well. I conjecture this will strengthen the Ricardian argument for divergence. In my analysis, the force of the Ricardian mechanism was limited by the political power of workers and firms in declining industries. Agents in declining industries oppose integration. Thus if integration occurs endogenously, this suggests that agents in declining industries must be weak. In this paper I have focussed on one aspect of labor market rigidity, restrictions on dismissals, taking as given a second aspect, namely rigidities in wage determination. In particular, I have assumed a specification of wage setting that gives rise to privately inefficient separations. In the model, this aspect of wage setting is the reason why by employed workers may support rigidity. However, the extent to which separations are privately inefficient is itself influenced by policies: minimum wages and collective bargaining limit the ability of firms and workers to make privately efficient separation decisions. Freeman (2000) recently presented some suggestive evidence of increasing diversity in wage setting institutions (as measured by the percentage of workers covered by collective bargaining) among advanced nations over the last two decades, concurrent with a large increase in the volume of trade among these countries. Thus it should be interesting to examine the applicability of the Ricardian argument to wage policies. Furthermore, there are reasons to believe that wage policies and employment protection are complements: as discussed above, wage rigidity induces workers to demand restrictions on dismissals; conversely, in the absence of employment protection, firms could circumvent wage policies simply by dismissing workers whose productivity falls short of the required wage.13 Following this line of reasoning, it would be desirable to analyze labor market rigidity as a syndrome of both restrictions on dismissals and wage determination. The theoretical framework developed in this paper should be well adapted to examine the effects of trade integration on this “package” of labor market rigidities.



13



This argument is made informally in Bertola and Rogerson (1997).
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A



Transitional Dynamics under Autarky



Let LA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) be employment of high productivity workers in sector z at time t, given initial conditions ρ0 and a dismissal rate φ. Let HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ) be hiring into this sector at time t. Then employment levels evolve according to L˙ A (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) = HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ) − γLA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ),



(29)



L˙ A (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ) = γLA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) − φLA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ).



(30)



Newly created firms all have high productivity, so hiring HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ) constitutes the inflow into high productivity employment. The outflow from high productivity employment is given by high productivity firms transiting into the low state. The latter outflow makes up the inflow into low productivity employment. Workers in low productivity firms are candidates for dismissal, and the flow of dismissed workers constitutes the only outflow from low productivity employment. Hiring into the three sectors has to equal total hiring: " # X X HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = a(φ) 1 − (LA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) + LA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ)) z∈Z



(31)



z∈Z



The term in square brackets on the right hand side is unemployment at time t (recall that the total mass of workers is normalized to one). High productivity workers produce one unit of output while low productivity workers only produce θ(z), so output in sector z is given by YA (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = LA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) + θ(z)LA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ).



(32)



Since the final good is a Leontief aggregate, the intermediate goods must be produced in fixed proportions: YA (t, V, ρ0 , φ) YA (t, M, ρ0 , φ) YA (t, S, ρ0 , φ) = = . α(V ) α(M ) α(S)



(33)



This is only possible if initial conditions satisfy this restriction as well. But this will always be the case by virtue of the assumption that the economy is in steady state at 41



time t = 0.14 Differentiating equation (32) yields Y˙ A (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = L˙ A (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) + θ(z)L˙ A (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ).



(34)



Substituting from equations (29)–(30) gives Y˙ A (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ)−γ(1−θ(z))LA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ)−φθ(z)LA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ). (35) Equation (33) implies Y˙ A (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = α(z)



X



Y˙ A (t, z 0 , ρ0 , φ).



(36)



z 0 ∈Z



Substituting from equation (35) this can be written as X HA (t, z 0 , ρ0 , φ) Y˙ A (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = α(z) z 0 ∈Z



− α(z)



X



(37) 0



0



0



0



[γ(1 − θ(z ))LA (t, z , h, ρ0 , φ) + φθ(z )LA (t, z , l, ρ0 , φ)]



z 0 ∈Z



and using equation (31)



"



Y˙ A (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = α(z)a(φ) 1 − − α(z)



X



X



# (LA (t, z 0 , h, ρ0 , φ) + LA (t, z 0 , l, ρ0 , φ))



z 0 ∈Z



(38) 0



0



0



0



[γ(1 − θ(z ))LA (t, z , h, ρ0 , φ) + φθ(z )LA (t, z , l, ρ0 , φ)]



z 0 ∈Z



Combining this with equation (35) yields " # X HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ) = α(z)ar 1 − (LA (t, z 0 , h, ρ0 , φ) + LA (t, z 0 , l, ρ0 , φ)) z 0 ∈Z



(39) + [γ(1 − θ(z))LA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) + φθ(z)LA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ)] X − α(z) [γ(1 − θ(z 0 ))LA (t, z 0 , h, ρ0 , φ) + φθ(z 0 )LA (t, z 0 , l, ρ0 , φ)] z 0 ∈Z 14



If condition (33) were violated by initial conditions, then it would not be an equilibrium for prices



and utility levels to jump to their steady state levels immediately and transitional dynamics would be more complicated. But this situation never arises here. It would arise if the sequence of trade regimes were (τ0 , τ ) = (T, A), i.e. if countries trade initially but then are exogenously and unanticipatedly prevented from continuing to do so. In this situation a country will be specialized at time t = 0 and will only slowly create capacity to produce the good previously imported. However, I do not consider this sequence of trade regimes.
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Using this equation to eliminate HA (t, z, ρ0 , φ), the following dynamic system is obtained: " # X r 0 0 L˙ A (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) = α(z)a 1 − (LA (t, z , h, ρ0 , φ) + LA (t, z , l, ρ0 , φ)) z 0 ∈Z



+ θ(z)[φLA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ) − γLA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ)] X − α(z) [γ(1 − θ(z 0 ))LA (t, z 0 , h, ρ0 , φ) + φθ(z 0 )LA (t, z 0 , l, ρ0 , φ)] , z 0 ∈Z



L˙ A (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ) = γLA (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) − φLA (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ). This system does not have full rank. Alone it is not sufficient to compute the steady state. Imposing L˙ A (t, z, h, ρ0 , φ) = L˙ A (t, z, l, ρ0 , φ) = 0 for z ∈ Z merely determines total steady state employment in high and low productivity jobs X a(φλ ) φλ L0 (z, h, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) = λ , λ λ) + φ γ φ + γ a(φ λ z∈Z



(40)



φ +γ



X



L0 (z, l, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) =



z∈Z



λ



φλ



a(φ ) γ , λ + γ a(φ ) + φλλ γ



(41)



φ +γ



and the steady state ratio of high and low productivity jobs within sectors: L0 (z, l, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) =



γ L0 (z, h, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) φλ



(42)



for z ∈ Z. As the initial trade regime is autarky, initial employment levels in Home do not depend on whether Foreign has been rigid or flexible in the past. This is indicated by letting the value of λ∗0 be unspecified in equations (40)–(42). To determine sectoral employment levels, use equation (32) to write Y0 (z, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) where y˜(z, φ) ≡



λ φλ + γθ(z) ∗ λ φ +γ L0 (z, h, [A, λ, λ0 ]) = y˜(z, φ ) L0 (z, h, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) . = λ φ φ



φ+γθ(z) . φ+γ



Together with equation (33) this implies



y˜(M, φλ ) y˜(L, φλ ) y˜(V, φλ ) ∗ ∗ L0 (V, h, [A, λ, λ0 ]) = L0 (M, h, [A, λ, λ0 ]) = L0 (L, h, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) α(V ) α(M ) α(L) and combining these relationships with equation (40) yields L0 (z, h, [A, λ, λ∗0 ]) = · where yˆ(z, φ) ≡



α(z) y ˜(z,φ) α(z 0 ) z 0 ∈Z y ˜(z 0 ,φ)



P



1 φλ a(φλ ) yˆ(z, φλ ) φλ + γ a(φλ ) + φλλ γ



φ +γ



¸−1 . 43
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Transitional Dynamics under Trade



Only the case in which Home is rigid and Foreign is flexible needs to be considered. There is entry along the equilibrium path in the domestic sectors M and S and in the foreign sectors V and M . Consequently the dynamics of these sectors are governed by equations (29)–(30), with dismissal rates φr and φf for domestic and foreign sectors, respectively. Dynamics are different for sector V in Home and sector S in Foreign. First, entry into these sectors is zero: HTrf (t, V, ρ0 ) = HTrf ∗ (t, S, ρ0 ) = 0. Second, workers in high productivity firms are dismissed at rates φr and φf , respectively. Thus employment levels in these two sectors follow rf r L˙ rf T (t, V, h, ρ0 ) = −(φ + γ)LT (t, V, l, ρ0 ), rf r rf L˙ rf T (t, V, l, ρ0 ) = γLT (t, V, h, ρ0 ) − φ LT (t, V, l, ρ0 ), rf ∗ ∗ f L˙ rf T (t, S, h, ρ0 ) = −(φ + γ)LT (t, S, l, ρ0 ), rf ∗ ∗ f rf ∗ L˙ rf T (t, S, l, ρ0 ) = γLT (t, S, h, ρ0 ) − φ LT (t, S, l, ρ0 ).



(43) (44) (45) (46)



World output in sector z is given by i h rf ∗ rf rf ∗ (t, z, l, ρ ) (t, z, l, ρ ) + L (t, z, h, ρ ) + θ(z) L (t, z, h, ρ ) + L YTrf (t, z, ρ0 ) = Lrf 0 0 0 0 T T T T (47) and now output proportions must remain constant at the world level: YTrf (t, V, ρ0 ) YTrf (t, M, ρ0 ) YTrf (t, S, ρ0 ) = = . α(V ) α(M ) α(S)



(48)



Differentiating equation (47) and substituting from equations (29)–(30) and (43)–(46)
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yields rf ∗ Y˙ Trf (t, V, ρ0 ) = HTrf ∗ (t, V, ρ0 ) − (φr + γ)Lrf T (t, V, h, ρ0 ) − γLT (t, V, h, ρ0 ) n h i o rf rf ∗ r rf f rf ∗ + θ(V ) γ LT (t, V, h, ρ0 ) + LT (t, V, h, ρ0 ) − φ LT (t, V, l, ρ0 ) − φ LT (t, V, l, ρ0 )



Y˙ Trf (t, M, ρ0 ) = HTrf (t, M, ρ0 ) + HTrf ∗ (t, M, ρ0 ) rf ∗ − γLrf T (t, M, h, ρ0 ) − γLT (t, M, h, ρ0 ) n h i o rf rf ∗ r rf f rf ∗ + θ(M ) γ LT (t, M, h, ρ0 ) + LT (t, M, h, ρ0 ) − φ LT (t, M, l, ρ0 )− φ LT (t, M, l, ρ0 ) rf ∗ f Y˙ Trf (t, S, ρ0 ) = HTrf (t, S, ρ0 ) − γLrf T (t, S, h, ρ0 ) − (φ + γ)LT (t, S, h, ρ0 ) n h i o rf ∗ r rf f rf ∗ + θ(S) γ Lrf (t, S, h, ρ ) + L (t, S, h, ρ ) − φ L (t, S, l, ρ ) − φ L (t, S, l, ρ ) 0 0 0 0 T T T T



To eliminate HTrf (t, M, ρ0 ) and HTrf ∗ (t, M, ρ0 ), use the conditions HTrf (t, V, ρ0 ) = 0 and HTrf ∗ (t, S, ρ0 ) = 0 to simplify the adding up condition (31) for each country and rewrite them as " HTrf (t, M, ρ0 ) = ar



# X rf rf 1− (LT (t, z, h, ρ0 ) + Lrf T (t, z, l, ρ0 )) − HT (t, S, ρ0 ),



" HTrf ∗ (t, M, ρ0 ) = af



(49)



z∈Z



# X rf ∗ ∗ rf ∗ 1− (LT (t, z, h, ρ0 ) + Lrf T (t, z, l, ρ0 ) − HT (t, V, ρ0 )



(50)



z∈Z



Differentiating (48), one can use the resulting two equalities to solve out for HTrf (t, S, ρ0 ) and HTrf ∗ (t, V, ρ0 ) as functions of the twelve sectoral employment levels. First define     rf ∗ L (t, V, h, ρ ) Lrf (t, V, h, ρ ) 0 0   T   T   rf ∗   rf  LT (t, V, l, ρ0 )   LT (t, V, l, ρ0 )        rf ∗   rf    L (t, M, h, ρ ) (t, M, h, ρ ) L 0  0 T T rf ∗ rf   LT (t, ρ0 ) =  LT (t, ρ0 ) =    rf ∗   rf  LT (t, M, l, ρ0 )   LT (t, M, l, ρ0 )        rf ∗   rf  LT (t, S, h, ρ0 )   LT (t, S, h, ρ0 )      rf ∗ rf LT (t, S, l, ρ0 ) LT (t, S, l, ρ0 )
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Then HTrf (t, S, ρ0 ) = α(S)[ar + af ]  α(S)ar + α(S)[φr + γ(1 − θ(V ))]    α(S)ar + α(S)φr θ(V )    α(S)ar + α(S)γ(1 − θ(M ))    α(S)ar + α(S)φr θ(M )    α(S)ar − (1 − α(S))γ(1 − θ(S))    α(S)ar − (1 − α(S))φr θ(S) −   α(S)af + α(S)γ(1 − θ(V ))    α(S)af + α(S)φf θ(V )    α(S)af + α(S)γ(1 − θ(M ))    α(S)af + α(S)φf θ(M )    α(S)af − (1 − α(S))[φf + γ(1 − θ(S))]  α(S)af − (1 − α(S))φf θ(S) HTrf ∗ (t, V, ρ0 ) = α(V )[ar + af ]  α(V )ar − (1 − α(V ))[φr + γ(1 − θ(V ))]    α(V )ar − (1 − α(V ))φr θ(V )    α(V )ar + α(V )γ(1 − θ(M ))    α(V )ar + α(V )φr θ(M )    α(V )ar + α(V )γ(1 − θ(S))    α(V )ar + α(V )φr θ(S) −   α(V )af − (1 − α(V ))γ(1 − θ(V ))    α(V )af − (1 − α(V ))φf θ(V )    α(V )af + α(V )γ(1 − θ(M ))    α(V )af + α(V )φf θ(M )    α(V )af + α(V )[φf + γ(1 − θ(S))]  α(V )af + α(V )φf θ(S)



                  Lrf (t, ρ ) 0 · T ,  rf ∗  LT (t, ρ0 )             



                 rf  L (t, ρ0 ) · T .  ∗  Lrf (t, ρ ) 0 T             



Substituting into equations (49)–(50) yields both HTrf (t, M, ρ0 ) and HTrf ∗ (t, M, ρ0 ) as 46



functions of the twelve sectoral employment levels. Finally, using these results to eliminate the hiring level from equations (29)–(30) yields a system of linear differential equations







L˙ rf T (t, ρ0 )







∗ L˙ rf T (t, ρ0 )











 = arf + B rf 



Lrf T (t, ρ0 ) ∗ Lrf T (t, ρ0 )



 .



To state the steady state employment levels, define ∆rf T =



y˜r (M ) y˜f (V ) y˜r (M ) y˜f (M ) y˜r (S) y˜f (M ) + + . α(M ) α(V ) α(M ) α(M ) α(S) α(M )



Then ¸ ¾ y˜f (M ) r y˜f (V ) y˜f (M ) f L0 (M, [T, r, f ]) = L0 − + L α(S) α(V ) α(M ) α(V ) α(M ) 0 i−1 ½· y˜r (M ) y˜f (V ) y˜r (M ) y˜f (M ) y˜r (S) y˜f (V ) ¸ h rf L0 (S, [T, r, f ]) = ∆T + − Lr0 α(M ) α(V ) α(M ) α(M ) α(S) α(V ) ¾ y˜f (V ) y˜f (M ) f + L α(V ) α(M ) 0 i−1 ½· y˜r (M ) y˜f (M ) y˜r (S) y˜f (M ) y˜r (S) y˜f (V ) ¸ h rf ∗ + − Lf0 L0 (V, [T, r, f ]) = ∆T α(M ) α(M ) α(S) α(M ) α(S) α(V ) ¾ r r y˜ (M ) y˜ (S) r + L α(M ) α(S) 0 ¾ h i−1 ½· y˜r (M ) y˜r (S) ¸ y˜f (V ) y˜r (M ) y˜r (S) r rf f ∗ L0 (M, [T, r, f ]) = ∆T + L − L α(M ) α(S) α(V ) 0 α(M ) α(S) 0 h



∆rf T



i−1 ½ y˜r (S) · y˜f (V )
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